Jet boat
Thunder Jet

Departs on the
hour, every hour,
364 days a year

Go louder,
further, faster

Departing every hour (from 9am-6pm) from the
Thunder Jet Kiosk, Steamer Wharf, in the
heart of Queenstown.
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Jump on board in the heart of Queenstown
and travel 44km, accessing exclusive and
remote areas on your adventure.
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Go louder, further, faster

Book today

0800 505 504

Think our boats look
fierce sitting still? Wait till
you hear them roar.

A boat that goes beyond

The twin V8 engines generate 820 horsepower
(the kind of power normally reserved for
Formula 1 race cars) and accelerate you
to speeds of up to 90km/h.

Where nature
meets machine
Our experiences

Highlights

Thunder Jet 60

44km

90km/h

Your adventure lasts one
whole hour, jump on board
our jet boats right in the
heart of Queenstown,
no transport required –
great value!

Travel the furthest
distance of 44km,
accessing exclusive and
remote areas on your
Thunder Jet adventure.

Skim the water’s edge
at exhilarating speeds
of up to 90km/h in the
newest fleet of jet boats
in Queenstown.

Thunder Jet 25

360º spins

If you are pushed for time,
join our 25 minute jet boat
adventure so you can still
get your jet boat fix.
This option is perfect
for kids too!

Experience an exciting
adventure with world famous
360� spins, complemented by
a personalised commentary
and our very own soundtrack.

Fortunately, with great power, comes incredible
precision. Something you’ll experience as our
skilled drivers weave through the spectacular
scenery, skim the shallows, and dive into one
of our famous 360� degree spins.

What to bring

Camera

Sunglasses

Sun screen

Spray jacket

Good tunes

We provide

Life jacket

Warm jacket

